Thank you for submitting your bid for additional training grant for 2018/19. We have now completed
scoring application. Your bid has been independently evaluated and moderated using the criteria
listed in the ‘training group framework’ which has been developed and agreed by national chairs of
the training groups.
How we have scored your bid scored against the pass mark threshold is shown in the table below:
Evaluation criteria & weightings

Your bid score Pass Mark
Threshold
Outcomes delivered in line with CITB priorities in relation
37%
30%
to local/specialist need (50%)
Value for money (40%)
24%
24%
Quality/How you are going to do it/evidence (10%)
7%
6%
Total
68%
This means that your bid does provide assurance that outcomes will be aligned with needs for your
region and CITB priorities. Overall your outcomes, demonstrated value for money, how you propose
to deliver the activities and the evidence you have based your decisions upon. We have looked at all
your outcomes and provided more detail below of funding approved:
Proposed activity/outcome CITB assessment
Scaffold Upskilling Course

Good evidence of demand and
rationale, linked to CITB priorities to
assist with costs of training only
available out with local area
Advanced Scaffolding
Good evidence of demand and
rationale, linked to CITB priorities to
assist with costs of training only
available out with local area
Plant Simulator
CITB now has three sets of interactive
Virtual Reality goggles, which are
FREE for industry to use and proving
very popular attracting people to
careers stands and when used at
careers events
Mental Health Awareness
Linked to CITB priorities, positive
impact on health and wellbeing of
workforce. Good value
Behavioural Safety Event
Aimed at SME’s, a proven successful
event, with high number of
beneficiaries.
Drug and Alcohol Awareness Good initiative, linked to CITB’s
priorities
Driving in the Highlands
Excellent initiative, to increase the
driving skills of young people working
in the Highlands & Islands, linked to
CITB priorities
Geographical Support
Unique initiative to increase
Funding
attendance rates at courses being
delivered in a geographically
challenging area, linked to CITB
priorities
Total Approved

Additional training grant
funding approved
£10,000

£3,000

Nil

£1,000

£6,000

£2,500
£7,000

£5,000

£34,500

If you wish to appeal against the decision in this communication, please can you come back to me in
writing within 7 working days. We will consider and respond to your appeal within 14 working days.
CITB are keen to hear feedback on how you progress through the year. We will also be giving training
groups an opportunity to raise emerging opportunities or areas of need your members highlight as the
year progresses. To this effect, we will also provide an opportunity to gain additional funding for the
remainder of 2018/19 at the end of quarter 2.

